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UNIT 4 A link with the past
1 Days to remember

 A When do we celebrate these special days?

 1 New Year’s Day ............................. 2 Valentine’s Day .............................

 3 the 1848 Revolution and War of Independence   .............................

 4 May Day ............................. 5 Mother’s Day .............................

 6 St. Stephen’s Day ............................. 7 the 1956 Revolution .............................

 8 Christmas Eve ............................. 9 Christmas Day .............................

 10 Boxing Day ............................. 11 New Year’s Eve .............................

 B Check with a partner. 

 C Match the pictures to these words. 

Christmas    wedding anniversary   

holiday    wedding    birthday  

1st January

HELPHELP

A: When do we celebrate 
     New Year’s Day?
B: On the first of January.

a)

d)

f) h)

b) c)

e)

g) i)

 B
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 D  AS 4.1  Listen to a recording of a family event. Tick the pictures in 1C that illustrate the 
stories. Compare with your partner and explain your choices.

 E Listen again and write the relatives on the dotted lines. There is an extra one.

nephew • cousin • elder sister • brother-in-law • niece • uncle • wife

1 Marie is John’s  .................................. 4 Annie’s Steve’s  ..................................

2 Steve is Frank’s  .................................. 5 Annie’s Frank’s  ..................................

3 Frank is Steve and Annie’s  .................................. 6 Frank’s John’s  ..................................

 F Complete the sentences from the recording with 1–3 words, all Simple or Continuous Past 
Tense verb forms. Then listen again and check. Take care! The text here is in 3rd person.

Marie (1) .................................. a yellow dress. It (2) .................................. so hard that day, that 

she (3) .................................. completely wet while she (4) .................................. to the car from 

the church. She (5) .................................. changed.

Uncle Frank (6) .................................. as Santa. Annie and Steve (7) .................................. it 

(8) .................................. him, because he (9) .................................. his thick glasses.

The family (10) .................................. at the tigers when Steve suddenly (11) ................................. 

nowhere to be seen. A nice young man (12) .................................. an announcement and they soon 

(13) .................................. Steve. Marie (14) .................................. this photo then. Steve 

(15) .................................. there with the young man in the sun. Steve (16) .................................. 

his birthday hat and he (17) .................................. ice-cream and (18) .................................. with 

the young man. 

The family (19) .................................. and (20) .................................. in Scotland and they 

(21) .................................. their way nearly every day. Steve (22) .................................. a shower 

for two weeks; they only (23) .................................. in ice-cold streams.

 G Which story do these expressions belong to? Match them to the pictures that illustrate 
them (b, c, d, f, i) in 1C.

1 What awful rain!  7 We were out of our minds with worry! 

2 We were so relieved and grateful!  8 Such a lovely day anyway! 

3 We didn’t want to spoil his game.  9 You’re making a drama out of it. 

4 We went to bed dead tired.  10 Best holiday ever! 

5 Happy anniversary!  11 I was so worried. 

6 He was so keen for us to play along.  12 I didn’t miss ...., not for a second.  

 H Form two groups, A and B. Students A, go to page 73. Students B, go to page 80. Read 
your role cards and do the tasks.

 I Bring some old family photos to class or make a slide show of some of your old photos. 
Share some of your favourite family memories in class.

 H
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1 Bitter and sweet memories

 A What do the people in the pictures say? Write 
the picture’s number in the boxes next to 
the quotations. There are extra quotations.

 B Match the pictures in 1A to the posts. Not all the pictures match exactly the stories told in 
the posts. Tick the ones that do. What are the differences in the others?

Áron

I feel quite nostalgic today. I know it’s weird for a 17-year-old, but I met my best 
friend, Laci, from primary school this afternoon. We talked endlessly about “the 
good old days”: how we used to swap toy cars and pretend we were astronauts. 
We used to do everything together. Once I was put in detention and Laci stayed 
with me the whole time. We didn’t use to eat in the canteen and we always 
shared our packed lunches. Did you use to do similar things?  

Karen

I didn’t use to swap cars, Áron. I used to go to an all-girls’ boarding school. We 
weren’t very keen on cars. LOL We stayed in dormitories and we used to stay up 
late and chat and laugh about everything. Newcomers used to have “buddies”, 
who made sure the newcomer was in the right place at the right time. We had 
to study hard, but we also had a lot of fun. Like once there was heavy snow, and 
our PE teacher, Ms Price, got some trays from the kitchen and we used them as 
sledges. Then we had a big snowball fight. I liked it there so much that I often 
didn’t use to go home for the weekend. Did anyone use to go to a boarding 
school? Or does anyone go now?

Vivien

I remember the playground in the schoolyard of my primary school the most . 
There were some swings there. They were everybody’s favourite. But there were 
much fewer swings than there were students, so we used to rush out of the 
classroom every break to be able to get on one. I didn’t often use to go on one, 
as our form mistress often finished lessons late.  When I was nine, I was running 
to the playground after the lessons and I tripped and fell so badly that I broke my 
collarbone. For some weeks, I couldn’t go to the playground at all. 

Yabarak

Thank God, no boarding school for me, Karen. You say you were put in detention 
ONCE, Áron? It used to happen to me every week! I have to say I hated school 
and I used to be a bad student. We used to sit and read and do maths exercises all 
day. I didn’t use to pay attention or behave well. Some of my teachers were very 
strict, too. I used to get quite bad marks and my parents usually grounded me for 
that. Perhaps this is why I’m on the road most of the time now. 

a)

c)

b)

d)

1 “I have a terrible pain in my arm.”

2 “I was here first. I’m going on the swing.”

3 “Behave yourself or I’ll 
put you in detention.”

4 “Let’s use these 
as sledges!”

5 “Let’s swap toys!” 6 “Let’s pretend 
we’re soldiers!”

7 “Go to your room and study! You cannot 
go anywhere at the weekend.”

 B

 A
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 C Look again at the four quotations you matched in 1A. Tick the ones that exactly match the 
stories in the posts, and correct the others.

 D Match the remaining quotations to the posts. 

 E In the posts, find words related to these topics.

School Games / toys Punishment

canteen, (swapping) toy cars, bad marks,

 F Read the posts again. Underline the sentences with the meanings below. Which of these 
happened once (1x), and which were past habits / regular activities (H)? 
  1x H

1 Áron swapping toy cars and sharing lunch with Laci  

2 Laci staying with Áron when Áron was put in detention  

3 Karen and her mates using trays as sledges  

4 Karen staying in a dormitory and staying up late  

5 Vivien not going on a swing  

6 Vivien running and breaking her collarbone  

7 Yabarak not paying attention in class  

8 His parents grounding Yabarak   

 G Look at the  highlighted  parts in the posts. They are about situations. Answer these:

1 Does Karen still have a buddy at school?  2 Is Yabarak still a bad student?

 H Look at the underlined and highlighted sentences in the posts again. Cross out the 
options in the sentences below that are not true about them.

1 To talk about a past action that happened once, we use the Simple Past / Past Continuous / “used to”.
2 To talk about past habits / regular actions, we use the Simple Past / Past Continuous / “used to”.
3 To talk about situations that are not true any more, we use Present Perfect / Past Continous / 
 “used to”.

 I Underline other sentences with “use(d) to” in the posts. Then look at them and cross out 
the options below that are not true about them.

1 To make negatives and questions, we use “did” / we don’t use “did”. 
2 In negatives and questions, we have “use to” / “used to”.

 J Which “used to” sentences in the posts 
were true about you when you were small? 
Tick them. Compare with a partner. 
Ask each other additional questions. 

 K Work in small groups. Make a list of 
things you all used to do when you 
were small. How many can you find?

 L Write a post about your childhood memories from school. Include a situation that is not 
true any more, some habits and a story that happened only once.

HELPHELP

A: Did you use to swap toys when you were a child?
B: Yes, I did / No, I didn’t.

A: Who (did you use to swap toys) with?
B: With some of my classmates. What about you?

 C

 D

 E

 F

 G

 H

 I

 K

WBMúltbeli szokásos cselekvés p. 125
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1 Whose fault?

 A Find these in the pictures.

 B In what order do these happen at an airport? Number the steps. 

gate is open / flight is boarding   check-in opens  

gate closes / boarding finishes   last call for missing passengers  

 C The pictures in 1A show what happened to Ann in November 2012. Guess the story. 

 D Skim Ann’s letter to the airline. Was your story in 1C similar?

Ann Haze
28 King’s Road, Leeds

LS11 3WF
Customer Service
ZQ Airlines  18th December, 2012

Dear Sir / Madam,

I’m writing to complain about the extra cost and stress your customer service has caused me. 
I had a ticket for flight ZQ1020 to Paris on 28th November. I arrived at the airport two 

hours ahead of my flight and checked in. At check-in, the gate number was printed on my 
boarding card: Gate C57. After the security check, I went straight to my gate. I sat there for 
about an hour. During this time, no announcement was made. Close to the departure time, 
I went to the desk and asked what was going on. To my horror, they told me that the gate 
number had changed to Gate A57. I rushed to the new gate, but by the time I got there, my 
plane had taken off. The plane had left without me, even though I had checked in! As I had 
to be in Paris in time for my niece’s wedding, I decided to buy a ticket for the next available 
flight, which was with a different airline an hour later. Unfortunately, only a first-class ticket 
was available, which cost me £ 374. 

To sum up, ............................................................
Since I clearly missed my original flight through no fault of my own, I think it is only fair 
that you fully refund me the cost of my replacement ticket.

Yours faithfully,
Ann Haze
Ann Haze (Ms)

a) b) c)

d) e) f)

 B

 A

 C

gate • boarding card • flight information board • aircraft • 
security check • air ticket • departure monitor
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 E Choose the sentences for Ann’s summary at the end of her letter. Tick the sentences you 
choose. 
1 I went to the wrong gate because you had given me that gate number (C57). 

2 I didn’t realise I was at the wrong gate, because you hadn’t announced the new gate number. 

3 I didn’t realise I was at the wrong gate, because you hadn’t changed the gate number for  

 the new one on the screens.

4 You hadn’t made a last call for me before you finished boarding. 

5 I got to the gate too late because I had spent too long at security check. 

6 I got to the gate too late because you had given me an incorrect boarding time. 

 F Which is the first event in each of the sentences in E? Underline it. The first one is done 
for you.

 G Look at the sentence halves you underlined in E. The verb tense used in them is the Past 
Perfect. How is the Past Perfect formed? Write the components in the boxes.

 +

 H Underline the Past Perfect sentences in Ann’s letter in D. 

 I  AS 4.2  Listen to some announcements for Ann’s original flight. Write the number of the 
matching announcements in the boxes. There’s an extra announcement. 

a) gate changed   b) flight is open   c) last call 

 J Skim the airline’s letter to Ann. Is she going to get a refund?

Dear Ms Haze,

I am very sorry you had a bad experience involving a flight with our airline. However, I am 
unable to offer you a refund for the following reasons:

1. We announced that ................................................................................................................

2. We announced the correct gate number for the flight.

3. ...................................................................................................  when we closed the flight.

4. When you contacted our airline to ask for a refund, ............................................................ .

Thank you for your understanding.

Yours truly,
Anthony Knight
Anthony Knight
Customer Service Manager, ZQ Airlines

 K Listen to the announcements again and complete the airline’s letter in J. Use information 
from Ann’s letter, too.

 L Form two groups, A and B. Students A, go to page 74. Students B, go to page 81. Read 
your role cards and do the tasks.

WBA befejezett múlt p. 126

 E

 F

 G

 H

 K

 L
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1 Fighting for freedom

 A Discuss in small groups. How old are the people now who were the same age as you in 
1956? Do you know anyone that age? Have you ever asked them about the revolution? 
What did they say?

 B Where do you find these in the collage? Connect the words to the pictures.

 C Read how someone who was a teenager in 1956 remembers the revolution. Form two groups,
A and B. Students A, stay on this page. Students B, go to page 81 and do the tasks there.

 i. Work on your own. Scan the text and put down dates to the numbered areas in the map 
when they are mentioned in Bulcsú Veress’s memories.

In the afternoon of 23rd 
October, 1956, I was 
doing my homework in 
our family’s apartment 
in Attila Street (it had a 
view of Vérmezõ Park, 
opposite Déli Railway 
Station). I looked up 
and saw a group of 
people with our national 
flags marching through 
Vérmezõ towards 
Moscow Square. I quickly 
jumped up and ran 
downstairs to see what 
was going on. They were 

heading toward Bem Square. I joined them. In Bem Square, there was already a large crowd. 
From there, we went to the Parliament. What I remember clearly is how the crowd was 
repeatedly shouting: “Russians, go home!” When somebody shouted, “To the Radio!”, dozens 
of Csepel trucks appeared. I got on one. By the time we arrived at the Hungarian Radio building, 
members of the Secret Police had already been firing tear gas at the people. Then dozens of 
young soldiers arrived. They were each hugging 6-8 guns. I remember thinking how worried my 

 A

 B

freedom fighter  National Anthem rosette   national flag

tank           barricade

                   gun

truck                   tram 
                

bullet       soldier  queue

tank           barricade

                   gun

truck                   tram 
                

1

2

5

4

3

6
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mother must be, so I got on a tram in Múzeum Boulevard. Then the shooting started. I was held 
up in a tram, opposite Bródy Sándor Street, in incoming fire.

I was grounded on the 24th because I had arrived home so late on the 23rd. By the 25th, the 
fighting had stopped, so my mother let me out to look around the town. But she gave me strict 
orders to return home early. Of course, there was no public transportation. Opposite Nyugati 
Railway Station, I saw dead bodies for the first time in my life. On my way home, I joined 
a peaceful demonstration which was heading to the Parliament. I walked with them a few 
hundred meters, but then I remembered my mother’s orders, so I headed home. Later in Kossuth 
Square, 61 people from this demonstration were killed and more than 300 were wounded. 

Early on Sunday morning, on 4th November, we were awakened by tank fire. Vérmezõ had 
turned into a battlefield. Some 8-10 Soviet tanks had camped out there. In the huge postal 
service building near Moscow Square, freedom fighters had taken up positions. Two of my 
friends were fighting there, Öcsi and Dódi Kolompár. They were sons of a gypsy family who, 
a few years before, had moved to a flat near us. 

During the battle of Vérmezõ, a phosphorous bullet fired by the Red Army hit our wardrobe, 
which burst into flames. Fortunately, the fire was soon put out. By then, all of our winter clothes 
had been destroyed. And winter was coming. 

In the morning of 7th November, we woke up to total silence. Along with 2-3 men, we decided 
to get some bread. I was really scared, but fortunately we were able to reach the bakery. We had 
to queue for almost 8 hours, but I went home happily carrying two loaves of bread, 2 kilos each, 
still warm, under my arms. 

Based on http://www.freedomfighter56.com/en_stories_2all.html

 ii. Read the text. Tick the pictures in the collage in 1B that could illustrate the stories.

 iii. Work with other Students A. Read the text again and answer these questions.

 1 How did he find out about the revolution?  .................................................

 2 Where and when was he part of a demonstration?   .................................................

 3 Where and when did he find himself in gunfire?   .................................................

 4 Where and when did he walk and travel?   ................................................

 5 Where and when was he in danger?   .................................................

 6 Where and when was he in a queue?  .................................................

 7 How did people he knew take part in some of the events?  .................................................

 D Work in A + B pairs. Answer the questions together. Give reasons for your answers.

 1 Who heard about the revolution first?  ...................................................................

 2 Who took part in more demonstrations?   ...................................................................

 3 Whose story includes the national colours?   ...................................................................

 4 Who was in greater danger?   ...................................................................

 5 Who travelled in a more dangerous way?  ...................................................................

 6 Who walked more?   ...................................................................

 7 Whose queuing experience was worse?  ...................................................................

 8 Who knew some freedom fighters personally?  ...................................................................

 9 Whose relative saved lives?   ...................................................................

 10 Who lost someone they knew?   ...................................................................

 E Find a personal memory from the ’56 revolution. Ask your older relatives or search the 
internet. Here is a link: http://www.freedomfighter56.com/en_stories.html. Prepare to share 
this memory in class.

 iii.

 D
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UNIT 5 Money matters
1 Pocket money

 A Talk in small groups. Do you get any pocket money? Do you spend it quickly? What do you 
spend it on?

 B Match the phrases to the right parts of the picture. There is an extra phrase.

borrow • be broke • can’t afford • owe • five quid • lend • debt • a fiver

 C  AS 5.1  Listen to two friends, Clinton and Mitch. Find them in the picture in B. Write their 
names under the illustrations.

 D Listen again. Tick T if the sentence is true, F if it is false and NI if there’s no information. 
Give reasons for your choices.
  T F NI

1 Mitch broke his promise.   
2 Mitch spent his last pocket money in a week.   
3 The cinema ticket costs five pounds.    
4 Mitch gets half as much pocket money as Clinton’s other friends.    
5 Clinton is a good friend.    

 E  AS 5.2  Clinton is talking to his girlfriend, Wendy. Tick the right options.

1 Wendy thinks Clinton should / shouldn’t lend Mitch more money.

2 Wendy thinks Mitch should / shouldn’t spend his pocket money so quickly.

3 Wendy thinks Mitch should / shouldn’t do what he promises.

4 Wendy thinks / doesn’t think Clinton should change.

 F  AS 5.3  Mitch is talking to his mum. Cross out the person who does not fit the information.
1 Mitch / Mitch’s mum / Mitch’s dad think(s) 10 pounds is a lot for a month.

2 Mitch / Mitch’s mum / Mitch’s dad think(s) it is a good idea if Clinton works for money.

3 Mitch / Mitch’s mum / Mitch’s dad think(s) he could do some housework for money.

 G  AS 5.4  Fill the gaps with “to” as necessary in the sentences from the dialogues. Then 
listen and check.

1 Well, actually, I wanted ................ ask: could you lend ................ me 5 quid?

2 You still owe ................ me the 5 quid you ................ borrowed last month.

 B

 C

 D

 E

 F

 G

 A

Next pocket 
money:

-£5

d) .....................
 .....................

b) .....................
 .....................

a) .....................

c) ..................... e) .....................
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3 We bought ................ her ................ a present, remember? 

4 Why don’t you ask ................ them ................ give ................ you a bit more?

5 How could I say no ................ a friend? 

6 Have you talked ....................... Mitch?

7 I’d love ................ work for money, but what? Everyone wants ................ a teenager ................ 

be a volunteer.

8 Let ................ me ................ know what ................ do and I’ll do it.

 H  AS 5.4  What are the missing words? Choose from the box.

goes • went • is • were

1 When you asked me last time you ................ like “Oh, Clinton, I’ll give it back first thing next 

month. Promise.”

2 What can I do if he ................ like “Oh, I’m broke. I have absolutely no money”?

3 But it is hard to say no when your best friend ................, “Oh well OK, have a nice time then!”

4 Last time I asked him, he ................, “Well, I work for money, you know. I don’t expect other 

people to give me money.”

 I  AS 5.4  Complete the sentences. 

1 Clinton about Mitch: He says ................ parents only give ................ 10 quid for a month.

2 Wendy about Mitch: But he always says ................’ll give it back first thing next month and then 

................ doesn’t.

3 Mitch about Clinton: Clinton says everyone ................ knows gets twice as much or even more.

 J Compare the sentences in H with the sentences in I. Write H or I in the gaps.

1 The sentences in ................ quote another person word for word.

2 The sentences in ................ report the content of what someone said.

3 The sentences in ................ sound more lively, more emotional and more dramatic.

4 The sentences like the ones in ................ can mostly be used with friends and family.

5 The sentences like the ones in ................ can be used with anybody.

 K Finish the sentence in ways that are true 
about you. 
I find it hard not to lend money to a friend if (s)he ...

says  ..................................................................................................................................

goes  .................................................................................................................................

is like  ................................................................................................................................

 L Compare sentences in groups. How many can you find that you all think are true? 

We all find it hard not to lend money to a friend if ............................................................................

WBSzószerinti és tartalmi idézet p. 127

 J

 I

 H

 L
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1 Making ends meet

 A What do you call the money you 
get from the bank to pay for 
the things in the pictures? 
Match pictures a)-d) to the words. 
There’s an extra word.

1 credit card loan 

2 car loan 

3 mortgage 

4 bill 

5 student loan 

 B “Budget” is the money you have and a plan of how you’ll spend it. Put the words in the 
box into the right parts of the table below. Can you add some more?

loan repayments • electricity bill • student loan • rent • salary • heating • course fees • 
wage • mortgage repayments • credit card repayments

Budget
Income Expenses

 C Talk in small groups. What do your parents need to pay for each month? Make a list. 
Compare your list with another group. Have you forgotten anything?

 D Read James’s blog post. What is his big news? What would you advise him to do?

Good news! Amy and I decided to move in together and we found a nice studio flat. We know 
we’ll be hard up, but hey, money isn’t everything! We’re young and we love each other.  We 
have student loans and we’ll do odd jobs. Our parents offered to help out if necessary1, but we’d 
like to make ends meet without their help. Do you guys have any good advice?

 E Skim the replies. Tick any similar advice to yours.

Dieter

My mother told me only to spend what I have.2 I’ve always followed her advice and I’ve 
never had serious money problems. So make a budget and stick to it. Put money aside for 
usual expenses like your rent, the electricity and gas bill, heating, course fees, telephone 
bill, etc. You can spend the rest on food, clothes and entertainment – and in this order. 
Before buying anything, ask yourself 1. if you really need it3; 2. if you can afford it4; 3. if 
you can get it cheaper somewhere else5.

 
Yabarak

My parents advised me not to take out loans6, and I never have! This is how I have kept 
my freedom. If you get a loan, you have to repay for years or even decades. And because 
of high interest rates, you’ll pay back a lot more than the money you borrowed. 

Áron

My economics teacher said that not all debt was bad7. E.g. you start your independent 
life. You need a place, right? If you rent a flat, you need to pay the rent and it will never 
be yours. If you take out mortgage, you need to repay it with interest, but it’s your place. 
He told us that the worst thing was the “debt spiral”8. This is when someone spends 
more on a regular basis than they make, and take out new loans to pay back old ones. 
You can lose everything this way. I promised myself that I would never do that9.

a) b)

c) d)

 A

 B

 D

 C
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Karen

Your teacher is right, Áron. I took out a mortgage when I bought my flat and at the 
same time I had to start paying back my student loan. It was quite hard. I had a credit 
card and went over my credit limit every month. Soon I owed as much as £ 3000 at 
an interest rate of 17.9%. I had to pay it all back. I wanted to pay as little as possible a 
month, so I chose the minimum repayment option, which was 2% a month of what I 
owed. Luckily, I met an old friend who had become a banker. She said to me that I had 
made a bad mistake10. She explained that at that rate, it would take me forty years to 
pay off my debt11 and I would pay an extra £6,300 in interest12. 

 F Match the sentences to the posts in E.

 1 If you have to pay a debt back, you are not free. 

 2 This person wants to follow a teacher’s advice. 

 3 This person had to pay £ 60 a month because they spent too much earlier. 

 4 These people followed their parents’ advice.   
 5 It is very dangerous to borrow money for a lifestyle you can’t afford.  
 6 Plan how you’ll spend the money you have, and keep to it. 

 G Look at the highlighted sentences in D and E. They all report the content of what somebody 
said. What did the people originally say? Write the direct quotations on the dotted lines.

 1  ...............................................................  2  ..............................................................

 3  ...............................................................  4  ..............................................................

 5  ...............................................................  6  ..............................................................

 7  ...............................................................  8  ..............................................................

 9  ...............................................................  10  ..............................................................

 11  ...............................................................  12  ..............................................................

 H Collect the reporting verbs from the highlighted sentences. What tenses are they?

 ........................................................................................................................................

 I Compare the direct quotations in G with their highlighted reporting sentences in D and E, 
and then match the two columns of the table.

Direct quotation Indirect reporting

1  Imperative (felszólítás) a) Simple Past after a past tense reporting verb 

2  Question b) Past Perfect after a past tense reporting verb

3  Simple Present c) Changes to subject – verb – object word order 

4  Future Simple d) Told / advised someone (not) to something

5  Offering an action e) “Would” after a past tense reporting verb

6  Simple Past / Present Perfect f) Offered to do something

 J Write a post. Give advice to James and / or comment on any of the posts. Then swap with 
a partner. Find the main ideas in your partner’s post and report them to the class.

offered,

“We will help you out if necessary”.

WBAz igeidők és a szórend változása a függőbeszédben p. 129

 F

 G

 H

 I
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1 A new account

 A Talk in small groups. Have you got a bank account and a bank card? How long have you 
had it? What do you use it for? If you don’t have one, would you like one? Why (not)?

 B  AS 5.5  Csilla would like to open a bank account and get a bank card. She phones 
Savvy’s Bank for information. She needs to follow the recorded instructions. Circle the 
options she chooses to get to the right person. Then listen to the recording and check.

 C Match the names of the documents to the pictures.

birth certificate • International Student Identity Card • utility bill • passport • 
national identity card • confirmation letter • European Health Insurance Card

 D  AS 5.6  Listen to Csilla’s telephone conversation with a bank clerk. Tick the documents 
she will need to show the bank when she opens an account.

 E Listen again and tick the right options. You can tick any number of options or none at all.

1 When Csilla opens an under-19s account, she has to be with

a) a parent. b) an adult from her 
 host family.

c) a teacher form her 
 school.

2 Csilla will be able to use her under-19s bank card to

a) buy things in shops. b) buy things on the 
 Internet.

c) get money from a 
 cash machine.

d) get an overdraft.

3 The bank will send Csilla

a) a debit card. b) a credit card. c) an application form. d) a personal 
 identification number.

Choose from the following options: 
Cancel a lost or stolen card – press 1; 
Savvy’s Bank existing individual customers – press 2; 
Savvy’s Bank existing business customers – press 3; 
information on products and services – press 4; 
International banking – press 5.

If you wish to enquire about loans, press 1; 
If you wish to enquire about accounts 
and bank cards, press 2; 
If you wish to enquire about mortgages, 
press 3; 
If you wish to enquire about insurance, press 4.

b)

d)

f)

c)

........................................

........................................

........................................

........................................

 C

 B

 D

 E

 A

a)

........................................

e)

g)

........................................

International School, Cambridge

23rd February, 2013

To whom it may concern

� is is to con� rm that Ms Csilla Nagyszentesi, 
a student of our school lives at the following 
address: 8 North Street, Cambridge

........................................
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 F Csilla often uses indirect questions to sound more polite. Rewrite these direct questions 
into more polite indirect ones. Then listen and check.
1 Will a parent have to be with me when I open an account?

 I’d like to know if  ...................................................................  when I open an account.

2 What kind of ID will you need from me?

 Can you tell me  ........................................................................................................ ?

3 What do you accept as a proof of address?

 Can you please give me an example of  ......................................................................... ?

4 What can an under-19s bank card be used for?

 I’m not sure  .............................................................................................................

5 What do you mean?

 I don’t understand  ....................................................................................................

6 How long will it take me to get the card?

 Can you tell me  ........................................................................................................ ?

7 Is it safe?

 I was (!) just wondering ..............................................................................................

 G When Csilla hangs up, she realises that she forgot to ask something. What is it? 

 H  AS 5.7  Read the information below and complete the dialogue. Then listen and check.

The customer is Beatrix Smith. She is calling the bank because she thinks she has lost her 
card. She wants the bank to stop her card. Her account number is 01276885.

Bank clerk: Good morning. Customer Service. Samantha speaking. How can I help you?

Customer: .........................................................................................................................................
Bank clerk: I see. What is your address, please?
Customer: 48 London Drive, Manchester.
Bank clerk: What is your account number, please?

Customer: .........................................................................................................................................
Bank clerk: Thank you Ms Smith. I’ve cancelled your card and ordered a new one for you.
Customer: Oh, thank you. Can you please tell me ...........................................................................?
Bank clerk: Your new card should be with you in about five days.

Customer: Does this mean ...............................................................................................................?
Bank clerk: No, you won’t get a new PIN, but you can ask for one if you’d like.
Customer: No, thanks, no need for that, I don’t think.
Bank clerk: Is there anything else, Ms Smith?

Customer: Yes. Can you please check if ...........................................................................................?
Bank clerk: No, fortunately no one has used your card since yesterday.
Customer: Thank God! Thank you for your help. Good bye.
Bank clerk: No problem, Ms Smith. Good bye.

 J Student A, go to page 74. Student B, go to page 83. Read the tasks and act out the 
situations.

 G

 F

 J
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1 SuperJam is SuperBusiness for Jamboy of Scotland

 A Talk in small groups.

• Does your family have a special, “secret” recipe? Of what? What is special about it? Do you think 
 other people might like it, too?
• Do you like jam? Why (not)? What kind? How often do you eat jam?

 B These pictures illustrate Fraser Doherty’s story. Guess the story with a partner.

 C Skim the text and match the pictures in B to the paragraphs. Compare with your partner. 
Explain your choices. What did you guess right in B?

Fraser Doherty’s homepage motto is “From my Gran’s kitchen 
to the supermarket shelves and beyond.” It summarizes what he 
managed to do as a teenager and a young adult, at an age when 
most of us are busy trying to figure out what we really want to do 
with our lives.

Fraser started making jam at 14 in his parents’ kitchen in Edinburgh, 
Scotland, using his Gran’s secret recipes. He thought that if people 
liked his jam then there would be a way for him to sell it and make 
some extra pocket money. He began selling the jam door to door 
in the area, and at some local shops and farmers’ markets. People 
just seemed to really love his jam. Fraser started to get some press 
attention and he found himself on page three of the Edinburgh 
Evening News when he was 15. Other shops started calling him and 

the whole thing just grew and grew. It soon got to the point where he was making hundreds of 
jars of jam every week in his parents’ kitchen, so they were struggling to use it to cook dinner.

He couldn’t go much further with the product without moving into a factory. He did some 
research and found that sales of jam had been in decline for a couple of decades. He thought 
that it was because jam was usually very unhealthy with the added sugar and artificial 

a)
c)

d)

e)

f)

 C

 A

b)

Scone with jam

Supermarket chains 

Jam labels

London Metropolitan 
University

National Museum of Scotland 
Farmer’s market
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ingredients. He came up with a way of making jam completely from fruit and fruit juice, not 
using anything artificial or adding any sugar. 

He decided that he was going to try and sell the product to the big supermarkets. With the 
money he had saved and a loan of £5,000, he moved into a factory in 2006, and he created the 
healthy, hip brand that we have now: SuperJam. He was 18 years old at the time. Waitrose, an 
upmarket chain of supermarkets in the UK, agreed to try it out in their stores in March 2007. On 
the first day in one of the Edinburgh stores 1,500 jars were sold, which was more jam than they 
normally sold in a month. They had never seen anything like it. Then Tesco phoned up and said 
that they would also like to stock it. Now all of the major supermarkets stock SuperJam.

In 2007 Fraser was named ‘Global Student Entrepreneur of The Year’, first ever winner from 
outside North America. It is one of the many awards the company has received. SuperJam is 
also exhibited in the National Museum of Scotland as an “Iconic Scottish Brand”.

In August 2010, Mr Doherty published his first book, The SuperJam Cookbook, sharing his 
jam-making secrets with the world. In April 2011, he published SuperBusiness, a book about his 
story and everything he has learned. Both books have since become best sellers.

The company invests in running free “SuperJam Tea Parties” for elderly people who live 
alone and in care homes across the UK, with live music, dancing and, of course, scones and 
SuperJam.

Mr Doherty has also been “Entrepreneur in Residence” at London Metropolitan University 
since 2010, giving lectures and speeches on starting and running a business. “I make jam 
because it’s what I love to do”, he says. Success is pretty sweet too.

http://www.fraserdoherty.com/, http://www.forbes.com, http://www.newbusiness.co.uk

 D Read the article again and decide about the sentences below. Tick T for true, F for false 
and NI if there’s no information in the text.

  T F NI

 1 When Fraser started making jam, he knew it would be a big business.   
 2 His jam started to be famous in a year.    
 3 His parents didn’t like that he made a mess in their kitchen.    
 4 Fraser didn’t know that jam in general was selling badly.    
 5 SuperJam is not his grandmother’s recipe any more.    
 6 SuperJam has no colouring, preservatives or added sugar in it.   
 7 Fraser asked Tesco to sell SuperJam.    
 8 SuperJam is thought to be a very Scottish product.    
 9 Fraser is also an author.    
 10 Fraser’s company has a charity.    
 11 Fraser graduated from London Metropolitan University.    

 E Student A, go to page 75. Student B, go to page 83. 

 F Work in small groups. Using Fraser’s example, plan a business for making and selling 
a product you love. Decide on the following:

• What is the product going to be? What is special about that product?
• What similar products are there? Are they selling well? How is yours going to be different / better / 
 cheaper?
• Where and how will you produce it?
• Where and how will you sell it and for how much? 
• Come up with a brand name, a logo and a slogan; design the packaging.
• Think of a business person you would like to talk to about your idea. What would you ask them?

 G Get prepared to present your business idea to the class. Help each other to improve the ideas.

 E

 F

 D
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